
Foundation Stage Curriculum - Summer Term 2018 
Topics: ‘Once Upon a Time’ & ‘Jack and the Beanstalk’ 
 
Personal, Social and Emotional Development 
Increasing independence with putting on and doing up their own coats as well as putting their own belongings away, 
for example: white diaries and water bottles.  Circle times will focus on having a developing awareness of the 
children’s own needs, views and feelings and how to be sensitive to the needs, views and feelings of others. Please 
keep completing the yellow stars to share your child’s achievements from home to us- supplies are kept in both 
classes. Spencer Bear is looking forward to more weekend sleepovers with you and your children and encourages 
links between home and school.  
 
Communication and Language 
As the children are now quite comfortable and secure in their surroundings we will be further encouraging the 
children to talk openly and confidently in front of each other and familiar adults. Many traditional tales will serve as 
starting points for activities such as retelling, acting out and sequencing stories. Opportunities for role play will be 
accessible to all children, this allows the children to act out the different stories or make up their own!  
 
Literacy 
We will be continuing with daily phonics sessions and will start to become really confident at blending sounds for 
reading and sounding out words for writing. The importance of reading is continually reinforced at school where the 
children discuss stories in depth. This is something that we encourage parents to also engage with when at home. 
The children will write their own sunflower and duckling diaries, as well as re-telling the story of Jack and the 
Beanstalk and write about their favourite books. The children can independently access the writing materials within 
the role play areas and on the mark-making table. They will be encouraged to write sentences independently and 
frequently using their phonic knowledge, significantly building up to achieving the Early Learning Goal in Writing. 
There will be a weekly Show and Tell focused on writing. This will take place within class to highlight examples of 
good, independent writing for all children, at all stages of development within writing.  
 
Expressive Arts and Design 
Our role play area will be transformed into the Giant’s castle and everything will be giant sized! Lots of creative 
activities will involve the children making these large props and creating the beanstalk using a range of techniques. 
We would also like to make our own treasure chests and decorate them. 
 
Understanding the World 
Growing, whether it is plants or animals - or even themselves - will be a huge focus of this topic. Understanding 
different life cycles and experimenting with growing plants to find out what they need to grow will be just some of 
the activities on offer. Our school garden is being developed and the children may be able to spend time digging, 
weeding and preparing the soil for planting fruit, vegetables and flowers that they can then care for and help to 
flourish.  
 
Physical Education 
This term we will be following a scheme of work for P.E which will focus on football, ball skills and preparing for 
Sports Day. A huge focus this year has been on developing handwriting and the correct grip and direction of the 
letters will continue to be reinforced in daily sessions. The children will continue using the outdoor area to develop 
their large and small motor control movements.  
 
Mathematics 
We will do lots of numeracy work linked to our topics such as measuring and finding out who is the tallest/ shortest 
member of the class as well as measuring different objects in terms of length, weight and capacity. We will also 
examine coins and their value and make our own giant coins for the Giant’s castle to be counted. Opportunities to 
solve problems and use their numeracy knowledge in everyday contexts will form the basis of many of our numeracy 
activities. There will be lots of practical opportunities to for the children to become really confident when 
recognising, ordering and forming numbers. Problem solving skills will continue to be developed and we will focus on 
activities related to estimating, capacity, finding one more or less than a given number as well as reinforcing the 
concepts of halving and doubling, addition and subtraction. 


